
Journey toward wholeness in Jesus
(With insights from MOVE, by G Hawkins & C Parkinson, Zondervan 2011)

What I need to help me grow
Help developing relationship with Jesus — Compelling worship experiences — A feeling of belonging

Help in understanding the Bible better — Church leaders who model and reinforce how to grow spiritually 
Challenge to grow and take next steps — Encouragement to take personal responsibility for spiritual growth

.



The Journey Toward Wholeness in Jesus:
A Framework for Intentional Disciple-making (with suggested resources)

This outline, or framework, for thinking about the process of intentional disciple-making is built from historic 
Christian practices, Wesleyan methodologies, and contemporary applied approaches. (see below for additional 
reading)

The beginning point for these journey mileposts assumes that Spirit-empowered, relationship-based, faithful 
witness that has led these persons to consider Christian faith and community. 

Each of these mileposts has a brief description, several proven factors for Christian development, and a couple 
of options for resources that have been found helpful in the making of disciples. These mileposts are not 
‘graduation’ markers, but more like signboards indicating the way forward – “now that you have got this far, 
these are some of the things you will find ahead of you.”

Milepost #1 
Exploring relationship with Jesus – I’m a seeker
This describes someone who in the course of their spiritual journey has entered into some dimension of relationship 
with a Christian congregation. They ‘get’ the God stuff, but are wondering about everything else, including Jesus 
as The Way and whether Christian community is a safe place.

Milepost #2
Growing in relationship with Jesus – I’m a Jesus follower
This describes a person who has entered into relationship with Jesus Christ. They understand and believe in Jesus 
as the Son of God and what his sacrifice means for forgiveness and cleansing in their lives. They are beginning 
to live out what it means to follow Jesus – to know him, to love him and to live with self-giving love towards one’s 
neighbour (family, friends, and strangers).

Milepost #3
A close relationship with Jesus – I’m an active disciple
This person is deeply in relationship with Jesus Christ. They speak of Jesus as an active confidante in their 
everyday lives, depending upon him for guidance and support. They are entering deeper into life with Jesus 
who, by the Holy Spirit, is bringing to maturity their love for God and their loving service with their neighbours.

Milepost #4
Jesus is the central relationship in my life – I am a Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciple
This describes a disciple whose life has been surrendered over to God for renovation and empowerment – they 
are willing to risk everything. God’s priorities, values and the practices of kingdom living are becoming second 
nature. The fullness of God’s intentions (shalom) are becoming real in both inner and outer life desires, choices 
and lifestyle. 

Article: Making Disciples A Few at a Time [pdf]

Recommended Resources
Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, Robert Mulholland Jr.
Move: What 1000 Churches Reveal about Spiritual Growth, G Hawkins & C Parkinson
A Model for Making Disciples: John Wesley’s Class Meeting, Michael Henderson
Celebration of Discipline, Richard Foster
The Disciple-Making Church, Bill Hull
Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time, Greg Ogden 



Milepost #1 
Exploring relationship with Jesus – I’m a seeker
This describes someone who in the course of their spiritual journey has entered into some dimension of 
relationship with a Christian congregation. They ‘get’ the God stuff, but are wondering about everything 
else, including Jesus as The Way and whether Christian community is a safe place.

At this place of spiritual inquiry what is needed to help a seeker along their journey?

1. Help developing relationship with Jesus. Someone is needed to come alongside and give an 
understanding of what a faith commitment might look like; without pressure or presumption, but 
giving a picture of what it looks like to enter into relationship with Jesus. Use of a tool like “The Bridge” 
or “True Story” could be helpful at some point.

2. Compelling worship experiences. Throughout Christian history, the worship of gathered Christians 
has had a ‘drawing’ factor; it is a public, corporate demonstration of an inward, personal, desire. If 
God does, in fact, “inhabit the praises of his people” then believers gathered in worship is a means 
of grace that continues to draw and confirm the seeker.

3. A feeling of belonging. If a seeker has shown up at some entry-point into your Christian community, 
they are probably wanting to see a demonstration of “who you people really are.” Being included 
and welcomed, intentionally, over time, is required. We must enable their ongoing connection with 
at least one or two other believers who have gifts of encouragement and hospitality.

4. Help in understanding the Bible better. In the search for meaning and change in their lives through 
encounter with God, at some point the seeker needs to meet the God of Christian Scriptures. This is 
the clearest resource for understanding the nature, character and intentions of the Creator God. A 
guided introduction to basic Christian teachings about Jesus through exploring a Gospel account is 
an excellent way of initiating seekers into exploring the Bible themselves.

5. Church leaders who model and reinforce how to grow in Jesus. Seekers are looking around them 
to see if this Jesus stuff “is really possible” and what it might look like to enter into relationship with 
Jesus. This need requires a Christian with some maturity to come alongside and model the reality of 
an authentic Christian life.

Forward Development
• Don’t hurry the seeker through a simple ‘sinner’s prayer.’ Let them develop a firm understanding of 

Christian beliefs and attitudes. Let them ‘count the cost’ of following Jesus. 
• Involve them in the life of the Christian community – in whatever is interesting and attractive to them. 
• At some point they need to be called to a faith commitment. We don’t just slide into the kingdom – 

we decide to take up the cross and follow.

Key attitudes toward the seeker
WELCOME among the people of God
LISTEN to discern needs, direction



Recommended Resources 

Who is Jesus, Really? [to be developed]
This simple 5 session study examines key incidents in the life of Jesus via the Gospel of Luke, with questions 
for discussion.

Following Jesus
The Following Jesus studies (5 modules, 5 sessions each) are designed for seekers who have had an 
introduction to the life of Jesus, in one form or another, and are looking for a broader understanding 
of the Christian faith. It does not assume that a faith decision has been made. These modules could 
be used with church attenders who may not have made a faith decision. Through the series of five 
topics – Christian Foundations, Christian Growth, Our Faith Community, God’s Mission, and Spiritual Gifts 
– participants will explore basic teachings and practices of the Christian faith. 

Please make sure to read the Leader’s Guide to understand how this differs from some other study 
materials.

• Leaders’s Guide (pdf)
• Exploring Christian Foundations (pdf)
• Exploring Christian Growth (pdf)
• Exploring Christian Community (pdf)
• Exploring God’s Mission (pdf)
• Exploring the Gift(s) of the Holy Spirit (pdf)
• SHAPE (pdf)

Growing in Christ, The Navigators
A 13 session booklet intended for one-on-one, triad or small group settings. 5 sessions deal with Assurance 
of Salvation, 8 with basic Christian Living. A proven, effective resource for brand new believers. Introduces 
scripture memory. 



Milepost #2
Growing in relationship with Jesus – I’m a Jesus-follower
This describes a person who has entered into relationship with Jesus Christ. They understand and believe 
in Jesus as the Son of God and what his sacrifice means for forgiveness and cleansing in their lives. They 
are beginning to live out what it means to follow Jesus – to know him, to love him and to live with self-
giving love towards one’s neighbour (family, friends, and strangers).

At this milepost of Christian formation what is needed to help a Jesus-follower further along their journey?

1. Help developing relationship with Jesus. Now, entered into life with Jesus, this person needs to 
develop the basic rhythms of the Christian life that aid an ongoing personal relationship. Someone 
(or group) is needed to come alongside and model the practices of the Christian regula  -- gathering 
for regular, communal worship (where Jesus has assured us of his presence), reading and reflecting 
on what God has already communicated to human beings (Christian Scriptures), and prayer, or 
conversation/dialogue with God.

2. Help in understanding the Bible better. Moving beyond basic teaching about Jesus, this person 
now wants to grow in their understanding of Scripture. They need to acquire an overview regarding 
a number of beliefs, values and practices that are central to the Christian faith. Help in basic bible 
study methods can greatly aid their own exploration of these teachings and themes. Doing this 
work together with other believers allows for developing an understanding of the historic Christian 
consensus regarding the Bible.

3. Church leaders who model and reinforce how to grow. New followers of Jesus want to walk 
alongside mature Christians. They want to know how biblical teaching translates into everyday living. 
This need requires a Christian with some maturity to come alongside; teaching and modelling the 
reality of a disciplined Christian life. An ongoing small group community focused on developing 
and holding one another accountable for spiritual disciplines and Christian practices is essential for 
healthy growth.

4. Compelling worship experiences. Just as Christian worship is a ‘drawing’ factor for seekers, it is now 
a confirmation of the relationship already birthed with Jesus. Gathering together with other believers 
in worship often provides for ongoing encounters with the living God that challenge and deepen the 
life of following Jesus.

5. Challenge to grow and take next steps. Having entered into relationship with Jesus and been 
established in the beliefs and practices of the Christian faith, this person may flounder regarding 
“what next?” A little friendly, encouraging, nudge to take another step further may be needed and 
welcomed.

You will note that “a feeling of belonging” has dropped off this list of factors – because these processes 
have actually produced ‘belonging’ – they don’t need to ‘feel’, they have the experience.



Forward Development
• Don’t hurry the new believer through this time of laying lifelong foundations. Developing the habits of 

personal spiritual disciplines and grace-filled actions are key to ongoing Christian growth.
• At some point there will be a time of challenge to move forward and do deeper inner spiritual work 

and make greater use of spiritual gifts in grace-filled service.

Key attitudes toward the Jesus-follower
DISCIPLE intentionally
INVOLVE in ministry life

Recommended Resources

Discipleship Essentials: A Guide to Building Your Life in Christ
This study guide written by Greg Ogden has been available in continuous use for more than 20 years. 
Designed to be used in groups of 3, there are 25 sessions that lay a foundation of the basics of Christian 
living. Easily usable by everyday Christians to make disciples.

Navigators 2:7 Series
The 2:7 Series is built around the intent of Colossian 2:7 – “rooted and built up in him, strengthened in the 
faith as you were taught, and overflowing with thankfulness.” This course (3 books, 11 sessions each) is 
designed for believers who are ready to go deeper in their understanding of spiritual truths and open to 
developing the habits/disciplines of Scripture study, memorization, prayer, and a regular devotional life. 
Life priorities are examined, participants learn natural ways to share their faith story, 

God’s Grace Channels
This study curriculum (7 sessions) is designed to introduce some of the basic disciplines and practices 
of the Christian life that Wesleyans refer to as “the means of grace.” These are disciplines (like prayer 
and Scripture study) and practices (like active listening and hospitality) that aid Christian growth that 
encompasses both loving God and loving one’s neighbour. This study should be viewed as supplementary 
to other disciple-making resources that aid in the development of habitual practices. FMCiC developed/
tested
 



Milepost #3
A close relationship with Jesus – I’m an active disciple
This person is deeply in relationship with Jesus Christ. They speak of Jesus as an active confidante in their 
everyday lives, depending upon him for guidance and support. They are entering deeper into life with 
Jesus who, by the Holy Spirit, is bringing to maturity their love for God and their loving service with their 
neighbours.

At this milepost of Christian formation what is needed to help the active disciple further along their 
journey?

1. Help in understanding the Bible better. Moving beyond an overview of Christian beliefs, values and 
practices that are central to the Christian faith, the active disciple now wants to go deeper into the 
themes, teachings, and expectations of the Bible. This may take the form of special studies, directed 
reading, or classes aimed at persons of a similar development. Sunday morning preaching is usually 
not sufficient to deepen biblical understanding at this milepost.

2. Help developing relationship with Jesus. As Jesus, via the ongoing work of the Holy Spirit, reaches 
deeper into the life of the active disciple, core issues and habits of the old life often resurface for 
further work. The challenge to really love God and neighbour starts to impact family decisions, work 
environment and personal values and habits. The active disciple needs a small group community 
of ‘fellow-travellers’ to join in this ongoing renovation process.

3. Church leaders who model and reinforce how to grow. Active disciples want mature Christians 
to teach and model the alternative worldview and lifestyle that is required of kingdom living. An 
ongoing small group community focused on developing and holding one another accountable 
for outward-oriented, missional living in their homes and in their communities is essential for healthy 
growth.

4. Challenge to grow and take next steps. Active disciples are looking for opportunities that aid in full 
discernment, development, and use of their spiritual gifts. Faith sharing with friends and family often 
requires teaching and training to become a part of everyday life. Some may need a friendly nudge 
pointing them in the right direction, from mature believers they respect.

5. Encouragement to take personal responsibility for growth. The active disciple is now taking on 
leadership roles in Christian ministry and regularly engages in grace-filled service with family, friends 
and strangers. At this point in their journey, the active disciple is already taking responsibility for their 
own growth, even as they nurture others, and needs to be encouraged onward in this direction.

You will note that “compelling worship experiences” has dropped off this list of factors. This is not to suggest 
that active disciples do not need regular worship gatherings as a basic discipline of their Christian lives. 
Sunday worship, however, may not be a key setting for the next growth steps that we have been talking 
about.



Forward Development
• The ability to competently and confidently share one’s faith, and the significance of Christian 

good news, is fundamental to deepening one’s relationship with God and the world God intends 
to make right. Unashamed, unfearing, communication of a believer’s core faith is key for forward 
development of the active disciple.

• A congregation needs to make opportunities available for expressing other-centredness; lack of 
opportunities may hinder forward development.

• At some point there will be a time of challenge to move forward and do deeper inner spiritual work 
and make greater use of spiritual gifts in grace-filled service.

Key attitudes toward the active disciple
TRAIN intentionally
GIVE RESPONSIBILTY for ministry development

Recommended Resources

Partnership course
The Free Methodist Church views all baptized believers as members of the Body of Christ. We also place 
a value on working together inter-connectedly with those who have a commitment to the values and 
practices of our particular Christian faith-family. This study material explores what it means to make a 
‘covenant‘ or ‘partnership’ commitment with other leaders of a Free Methodist congregation to work 
together on a “common playing field.” FMC developed/tested

Bearing Faithful Witness [in development]
If an active disciple has got to this point in their spiritual development without a clear understanding of 
the why and how of sharing their faith story – this study material is ‘spot on.’ Participants will understand the 
role of healthy Christian community as the locus of God’s good news taking root in our neighbourhoods; 
have developed practices that enable relational discernment of seekers; as well as be able to connect 
their own story of coming to faith in Jesus with the Jesus Story in a manner that communicates good 
news to friends, family and colleagues. FMC developed/tested

The Tangible Kingdom Primer by Hugh Halter and Matt Smay
Everyone is talking about community. Everyone seems to want it, but most struggle to find it. The Tangible 
Kingdom Primer with two specific purposes. To be a spiritual formation tool to prepare your heart for 
mission and to be a field guide for starting in mission together. This tool amounts to an 8 week spiritual 
exercise that forms community around a missional worldview and practices. 

Leadership Essentials: Shaping Vision, Multiplying Influence, Defining Character
Twelve sessions deal with habits that foster character, servant attitudes, missional ministry vision, and 
challenges to leadership integrity. Intended for small group development of persons with leadership 
capacity. By Greg Ogden.



Milepost #4
Jesus is the central relationship in my life – I’m a Jesus-
centred, others-oriented disciple 
This describes a disciple whose life has been surrendered over to God for renovation and empowerment 
– they are willing to risk everything. God’s priorities, values and the practices of kingdom living are 
becoming second nature. The fullness of God’s intentions (shalom) are becoming real in both inner and 
outer life desires, choices and lifestyle. 

At this milepost of Christian formation what is needed to help the Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciple 
further along their journey?

1. Help in understanding the Bible better. Moving beyond their deepening understanding of the 
themes, teachings, and expectations of the Bible, the Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciple 
continues to be nurtured, aided and challenged by their encounter with the God of the Bible. They 
are largely self-feeding in their understanding of Scripture, but is greatly aided by teaching and 
discipling others from the Bible.

2. Help developing relationship with Jesus. The Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciple will have 
reached a point of surrender in their relationship with Jesus. As core issues and habits of the old life 
have resurfaced deep healing has occurred along with fresh understanding of the deeper life in 
Christ. Humble, loving, available, other-centredness; distinguishing factors in Jesus’ life and ministry 
(even to death on a cross); emerges as a way of life. A mature, spiritual director or mentor will be 
valued.

3. Church leaders who model and reinforce how to grow. Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciples 
need ‘fellow-travellers’ who will walk with them through the challenges of reorienting everyday life 
around kingdom values and practices. They should be leading an ongoing small group community 
focused on developing and holding one another accountable for outward-oriented, missional living 
in their homes and in their communities.

4. Challenge to grow and take next steps. Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciples need opportunities 
to put all their resources (gifts, knowledge, wisdom, experience) into kingdom service. Growth 
emerges in the form of active use of gifts that build up the body of believers and touch the lives 
those outside of the family. Targeted training outside the local church will be valued.

5. Encouragement to take personal responsibility for growth. At this point in their journey, the Jesus-
centred, others-oriented disciple assumes responsibility for their own growth, even as they nurture 
others, and needs to be encouraged onward in this direction, perhaps by a mature spiritual director 
or mentor.



Forward Development
• Our natural orientation is to be self-serving, the Jesus-centred, others-oriented disciple will need to 

pay continued attention to others – the neighbour, the stranger; may actively lead an others-oriented 
ministry

• A continued willingness to be available to serve/lead in Christian community
• Assume ongoing personal responsibility for Christian growth within helpful context of a small group 

community

Key attitudes toward the Jesus-centred disciple
GIVE LEADERSHIP responsibilities
EXPECT REPRODUCTION in new believers and disciple-making

Recommended Resources

After You Believe by N T Wright
The Ministry of the Missional Church by Craig Van Gelder
Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, Robert Mulholland Jr.
A Model for Making Disciples: John Wesley’s Class Meeting, Michael Henderson


